MAGMA SWEEPS TOP AWARDS IN PRACTICAL SAILOR NESTABLE COOKWARE CATEGORY
Both of Magma’s 10-Piece Nesting
Cookware Sets, the Stainless Steel and
the Stainless Steel with DuPont Teflon
Select Non-Stick models, have swept
the “Best Choice” awards in the Nesting
Cookware Category in Practical Sailor
Magazine. Practical Sailor is known for
its nonpartisan independent testing of
marine products. “Best Choice” is their
highest award.
The results of the comprehensive test
appeared in the April 2009 issue. A
variety of top selling, nesting cookware
brands were tested.
Magma’s 10-Piece Professional Series
Cookware Sets were the only sets to
receive “across-the-board” scores of
“Excellent” in all areas tested including
performance, construction materials,
handle construction, ergonomics, storage accessories, storage space, resistance to corrosion, rattling while
underway, ease of cleaning, price, and warranty. All brands were testing in on-board galleys and in onshore kitchens under a variety of conditions.
Magma received top marks in part because of its high quality 18-10 polished stainless steel construction
that includes triple-clad bottoms of sandwiched stainless steel, aluminum, and stainless steel. These
bottoms are milled perfectly flat for use with gas, electric, or electric glass cook tops. Coming under
particular praise by Practical Sailor was Magma’s removable handle design which operated smoothly, and
easily, and fit securely to the cookware while still being removable with just one hand.
Magma’s Nesting Cookware Sets are available in Stainless Steel finish or in Stainless Steel with DuPont
Teflon Select® Non-Stick Coatings which is designed for “durable” use and ease of clean-up.
Magma’s 10-Piece Nesting Cookware Sets include a 5-Quart Stock Pot, a 10-inch Sauté Pan, a 1 1/2Quart Sauce Pan, a 2-Quart Sauce Pan, a 3-Quart Sauce Pan, a lid that fits all of the Sauce Pans, a 10Inch Lid that fits the Stock Pot or Sauté Pan, Two Removable Handles and a unique Bungee Cord
designed to permits rattle free storage. The entire set nests for storage in less than ½ cubic foot of cabinet
space. Any component of the cookware sets may also be purchased separately. Magma’s Nesting
Cookware Sets retail from $142.
Magma Products is the world’s largest manufacturer of all-stainless steel grills and the only major supplier
of US-made onboard boat grills. Magma’s product line includes onboard boat grills, residential stainless
steel grills, stainless steel cookware, grilling accessories, on-board bait and filet tables, propane
accessories, boat umbrellas, and boat stabilizers.
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